In classical Little's formula L = AW used in queueing, the parameter A serves as the intensity of the input process. In various applications this parameter may not be known. The author discusses important classes of modulated input processes, where this parameter can be found.
INTRODUCTION
Little's formula, L = AW, belongs to one of the most distinguished and widely referred results in queueing. This formula connects the expected value, L, of the queue length and, W, waiting time processes (in their stochastic equilibrium) through A, the total intensity of the input process. The total intensity of the input process is defined as the rate of incoming customers averaged over the infinite time horizon. More formally: let -{T,,X} be a marked point process (i.e.
.Ag = ,= 1Xisi where Sk denotes the unit mass at point k). The total intensity of is defined as A-/t/rnoE [atg([0,t] 
